ABSTRACT. We study the modular pairs of a complete orthomodular lattice i.e. a CROC. We propose the concept of m-morphism as a mapping which preserves the lattice structure, the orthogonality and the property to be a modular pair. We give a characterization of the m-morphisms in the case of the complex ttilbert space to justify this concept.
INTRODUCTION
There are many formulations of quantum physics, the Hilbert-space formulation, the phase-space formulation, the C*-algebra formulation, etc. All these formulations are equivalent and which one to choose for formulating and solving a particular problem depends on the nature of the problem at hand. It is thus important to be able to formulate the problem in terms independent of this choice. In pure mathematics we encounter the same situation. For example in algebraic geometry we like to define the objects independent of the coordinate field. This kind of difficulty was solved by the use of the concept of the category. So we will define the proper category corresponding to the objects describing a physical system. It is well known that these objects are the complete orthomodular lattices. The point is, however, to choose the best notion of morphism, such that we are able to describe in this category all the physical notions that we encounter in quantum physics and not more if possible. In this paper, we propose a notion of morphism called m-morphism to play this role and we discuss why such a notion is particularly well adapted to the physical problems.
THE ORTHOMODULAR LATTICES AND THE MODULAR PAIRS
Let us first recall the definition of the complete orthomodular lattices (see [1 ] ), which are the 3 (1979) In ~( I ' ) all the pairs are compatible. In ~(~C) two closed subspaces are compatible if and only if the corresponding orthogonal projectors commute. DEFINITION [2] : 
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In a lattice s an ordered pair (a, b) o f elements is said to be a modular pair, ((a, b)M) if and only if we have
x ^(a vb) : ( x A a ) vb Vx E s such that b < x.
. An atomic CR OC is a propositional system if and only if it is semimodular.
Proof Let s be a semimodular atomic CROC,p an atom and b an element o f s such that a n p = 0.
We have to prove that a v p covers a. For each x E s it is trivial to verify that (x, p')M. By semimodularity we infer (p', x)M. Then i f^' 6 p ' < x < a' we find a' n (p' v x) = (a' 6 p') vx = x.
Since I covers p', p ' v x is I or p'. I f p ' v x = I, then a' = x and i f p ' v x = p ' we have a' A p' = X.
This proves that a' covers a' ^ p ' which is equivalent to a v p covers a. The converse is not so straightforward but it is a trivial consequence of Theorem 6 below.
[] Before giving this theorem, we must, however, recall an important result (see [1] , Theorem 3.14) which establishes a correspondence between propositional systems and projective geometries.
If we call any atom of a propositional system a point and the subset of all the atoms less than any least upper bound of two distinct atoms a line we define in this manner a projective geometry.
The propositions of the propositional system are canonically imbedded in the linear varieties of this projective geometry. A linear variety is a subset of points such that whenever it contains two distinct points it also contains the line defined by these two points. The set of linear varieties ordered by inclusion forms a complete lattice. then q is on a line defined by an atom p < a and an atom r < b and since b < x, r < x. Since q < x and r < x every atom of this line is smaller than x and in particular p < x. Since p < a we also have that p < x ^ a. Hence q, being on a line defined by an atom p < x a,a and an atom is a generalisation of a result due to G.W. Mackey (see [2] , Theorem IlI.6).
Now we want to give some characterizations of modular pairs and for this we will first prove three lemmas which will enable us to restrict the study to some particular pairs.
LEMMA 7. If^, b, c are elements o f^ lattice s such that (a, b)M and (a v b, c)M then we have also (al, b v c)M for all al such that a < al v b.
Proof Let x E s such that b v c < x, then from the hypothesis we can write:
xA(al vbvc)=(xA(avb))vc=(xaa)vbvc<(xAal)vbvc
and the other inequality is trivial. 
=c^[(((x^c) vb)^a)vb] =(x^c^a) v(b^c).
[] Theorem I0 seems to be new (see [5] , Theorem 38.7, p. 178) but we do not know if every propositional system is O-symmetric. However as a result due to Schreiner [6] the converse is true, more precisely. []
